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This report is focused on Objective #7 of the USDA Farm to School Implementation 

Grant for Pittsburgh Public Schools (PPS): "detailing the availability of co-packing and freezing 

operations in Southwest Pennsylvania region." This report will provide background on current 

PPS capability and local  food provision along with research into existing school districts which 1

freeze local produce. Next, local co-packing, cold storage and refrigerated transportation 

companies will be listed along with relevant pricing. Information about key locally-sourced 

produce items that can be frozen will be provided. Finally, recommendations both for the short 

term and long term for increasing local produce use by PPS will be detailed. 

To gather information for this report, a mixed methods approach was used. Brief 

informational interviews were performed with Malik Hamilton, Purchasing Supervisor for PPS, 

and also with Sharon Glosson, Executive Director of School Nutrition for Northeast Independent 

School District of San Antonio, Texas. A short literature review was performed on freezing 

methodologies. To determine co-packing, cold storage and refrigerated transportation 

capabilities locally, we did an extensive online search and cold calls for pricing and volume 

capacity. Information provided by Malik Hamilton about PPS produce purchases from 

2017-2019 was also used. Research into local farms was done by researching current 

wholesalers in the region along with current customers of Paragon and Penn's Corner Farm 

Alliance. While this is not an exhaustive search of the region’s farming capabilities, it does 

provide a starting point for further investigation. 

Background
PPS currently purchases its local food through Paragon, a local food distributor. 

However, the definition of "local" used by Paragon seems broader than that used for this 

objective. As an example, 73,855 lbs of apples were sourced from Hess' Brothers in the prior 

school year (2017-2018) which is found in the eastern end of Pennsylvania (Leola, PA), 

 The definition of local used throughout this report is being with 150 miles of Pittsburgh.1



however this is further than 150 miles from Pittsburgh. Apples, basil, watermelon, tomatoes and 

green peppers were produce items that were sourced within 150 miles (see Appendix A).

Through conversations with Malik Hamilton, the ideal is to find some produce that could 

be produced locally that could add up to 10% of what is currently purchased through the USDA 

commodity program. PPS does not have the capability to do large scale food processing, cold 

storage or transportation beyond what they already do. Many of the schools do not have full 

kitchens or trained staff and receive food from a centralized kitchen, which also has limited 

capability (Pittsburgh Public Schools, 2015). The following key requirements were identified:

❖ Minimal processing: produce used in recipes should be prep ready

❖ Maintain recipes: produce identified should already be in use

Freezer Processing
The process of freezing foods has three primary dimensions: how long the item takes to 

freeze, the amount of ice crystal formation and if the freezing occurs in bulk or per item. The 

amount of time that an item takes to freeze will affect ice crystal formation – the longer it takes, 

the more ice will develop causing freezer burn (USDA Food and Nutrition Service, n.d.). Extra 

moisture and air can also lead to freezer burn. 

There are two primary methods for freezing items: Individual Quick Freezing (IQF) and 

general cold storage freezing. IQF is a method of freezing individual food items quickly so that 

they retain better texture, color and nutrients while also not sticking together (Food Dive, 2016). 

Food items such as berries, fruit cubes and small vegetables are good candidates for IQF. 

General cold storage freezing is simply placing items into a freezer. One form of this occurs via 

blast freezers which rapidly freeze items to decrease ice crystal formation and increase 

preservation (Flash Freeze, n.d.). A general method for general cold storage freezing to reduce 

moisture and extra air is to vacuum seal the food items first (USDA Food and Nutrition Service, 

n.d.). General cold storage freezing is more useful for foods that will be cooked. Blanching is a 



prerequisite action required for some produce items, such as cruciferous vegetables, to 

deactivate an enzymatic process that would lead to gases being emitted and a loss of flavor, 

color or texture (Food Vac Bags, 2017). 

Existing Models     
Michigan Farm to Freezer has been successful in increasing the seasonality of local 

produce to be used even during the winter. Using a method of freezing known as IQF (Individual 

Quick Freezing), they process a variety of different fruits and vegetables grown in Michigan. 

They also provide some blends for smoothies, sautés and pie filling. Although originally started 

to address the nutritional needs of school children through locally grown produce, the company 

has expanded into selling to grocery stores and offering their processor services (VanOchten, 

2016). A key challenge that was identified was the short growing season in Michigan which 

limited the supply of fresh fruits and vegetables to school food programs. 

The impact on local schools has been positive. Coopersville Area Public Schools noted 

that the amount of produce served has greatly increased along with creativity of using fruits and 

vegetables into the winter, such as with "Frankenstein Smoothies" (Craig, 2018). Sourcing from 

over 30 Michigan farms, Farm to Freezer has served over 60 school districts (Gibbons, 2018). 

Cherry Capital Foods is a regional food hub that supplies many Michigan schools and Farm to 

Freezer with local produce.

The Northeast Independent School District of San Antonio was also a USDA grant 

recipient for increasing local produce in its schools. Serving over 60,000 students, the district 

has its own processing facility including a blast freezer that it has owned for a number of years; 

additionally, they have a large cold storage facility that can handle frozen foods. As a part of 

their grant, a vacuum sealer was purchased to increase the longevity of frozen produce. The 

processing facility staff also needed to be trained to operate the new equipment. To identify 

suitable produce for this program, the school district created an advisory council that included 



regional farmers and chefs – not all produce can freeze well and the uses of frozen produce are 

not the same as fresh, thus requiring further recipe development.

A report by the Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy highlighted a variety of 

strategies used by different schools for freezing produce along with how Winona Area Public 

Schools in Minnesota considered approaching the problem (Berkenkamp, Mader, & Kastler, 

2012).  PPS may want to download and refer to the report for ideas. Some food items, such as 

broccoli, were frozen individually and cooked as a side dish while many other frozen items were 

thawed and used as ingredients in other dishes. Some schools had special freezing days in 

July, August or September to process the produce in house for freezing. Winona Area Public 

Schools was encouraged to cut the produce, vacuum seal it and then store it in boxes to be 

frozen. One major consideration of which produce to freeze was the labor intensiveness of 

preparation such as cutting or trimming or cooking. The report also analyzed different sources of 

labor that could support the in-house efforts of processing such as from volunteers, temporary 

staff and even local culinary students. Finally, the report also aggregated different approaches 

such as a mobile IQF processing station to directly freeze food at the farm, working with multi-

use facilities and co-packing facilities.

Co-Packing      
There are a limited amount of  co-packing facilities within 150 miles of Pittsburgh. 

Through resources from Penn State and Specialty Source Resource some options of varying 

size and capability were found (LaBorde, 2018; Co-packers, 2018). Contact with the smaller 

facilities proved difficult but we reached three such places. Byler’s Relish House is run by a 

Mennonite family  and focuses mainly on canning of sauces and condiments. They are relatively 

close to Pittsburgh but would need specific produce types and quantity to give an accurate 

quote for pricing. Pellegrino specializes in sauces and frozen pies and pizza – they have a 

freezing facility on site but do not offer a long-term cold storage option. Stello Foods is a small 



canning facility that makes pickles and sauces while offering fresh cut peppers and other 

vegetables in a private label and contract packaging arrangement. 

The larger facilities with better capability to handle fresh produce and the volume needed 

for PPS are located in Pittsburgh and the Cleveland area. Signature Sauces offers fresh cut 

vegetables with a large variety of services available. They can provide varied options for types 

of products, cuts, and packaging (will do purees and sauces). Produce Packaging specializes in 

Fresh Cut produce and already works with schools in the Cleveland area with their Farm to 

School grant needs. Paragon Foods is the closest large scale processor to Pittsburgh and PPS 

already has a relationship with them. Paragon offers fresh cut produce but could not verify if 

they would offer custom cuts for PPS. 

Table 1. Co-Packer Companies

Co-packer Location Type of Product Website

Byler’s Relish 
House

Saegertown, PA 
(112 miles from 
Pittsburgh)

Jams, Pickles, Salsa, 
Fruit Butter, Sauces

https://
www.bylersrelishhouse.
com/contact

Pellegrino Warren, PA (150 
miles from 
Pittsburgh)

Sauces, Frozen Foods 
(pies, pizza, sausages)

http://
www.pellegrinofoods.co
m/contact-us

Stello Foods Punxsutawney, PA 
15767 (70 miles 
from Pittsburgh)

Canned Sauces, Pickles, 
Condiments

https://
www.stellofoods.com/
contract-packaging/

Signature 
Sauces

Independence 
OH, (140 Miles 
from Pittsburgh)

Sauces, Soups, Salsa, 
Vegetables, Fresh Cut of 
Veggies (chopped, diced, 
pureed)

http://
www.signaturesauces.c
om/tailored/

Produce 
Packaging

Cleveland, OH 
(150 Miles from 
Pittsburgh)

Fresh Cut Produce http://ppifresh.net/
schools/

Paragon 
Foods

Warrendale, PA 
(30 Miles from 
Pittsburgh)

Fresh Cut Produce http://
catalog.paragonfresh.co
m/groups/produce

https://www.bylersrelishhouse.com/contact
http://www.pellegrinofoods.com/contact-us
https://www.stellofoods.com/contract-packaging/
http://www.signaturesauces.com/tailored/
http://ppifresh.net/schools/
http://catalog.paragonfresh.com/groups/produce


Cold Storage      

�
Link to Map: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fQ4M7qX2CR-9o7IO7IYma_cVpmqUawys

There are a number of cold storage options in the area. The following list is sorted 

according to distance from the PPS Central Kitchen in the Southside (see Appendix B for 

contact information).

Table 2. Regional Cold Storage with Capabilities

Company Address
Distance 
(mi)

Refrigerat
e

Freez
e

Allegheny Cold Storage
16 57th Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15201 8 Y Y

Catch-Up Logistics
211 Huff Ave # G
Greensburg, PA 15601 20 34-38° 0°

3 Rivers Express
24 Frontier Dr.
Gibsonia, PA 15044 25 N -20°

Great Lakes Cold Storage

263 West Kensinger Drive
Cranberry Township, PA 
16066 35 36°

-15° / 
0°

National Freezer
2700 East 40th Street
Cleveland, OH 44115 135 Y Y

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fQ4M7qX2CR-9o7IO7IYma_cVpmqUawys


Costs & Considerations
There are a number of constraints in transportation and logistics that are necessary for 

planning cold storage. Food items are transported on pallets, with the Grocery Manufacturers 

Association (GMA) specification being the standard (ProStack, 2018). The footprint of the pallet 

is 40" by 48" and storage limitations of the cold storage companies require that the total height 

of the pallet and any goods can at most be 60". Cold Storage can either be refrigeration or 

freezing – refrigeration is kept around 36° F while freezing temperatures are at 0° F. Some 

locations also provide below 0° F freezers as well.

There are three primary cost factors: bringing pallets in, storing the pallets and retrieving 

the pallets. Temperature of the pallets should ideally be close to the stored temperature upon 

arrival at the facility – if this is not true, there may by a room freeze charge to bring the 

temperature down. Great Lakes Cold Storage would do this step if the variance was more than 

10° F. Storage costs are generally per month. One option for retrieving items is to receive less 

than a full pallet, however this adds considerable cost. 

Table 3. Estimated Costs of Cold Storage

Only 3 Rivers Express and Great Lakes Cold Storage provided an estimated cost. Great 

Lakes Cold Storage also was the only company found with blast freezing capabilities. In 

general, the facility needs to know the volume of pallets along with the amount of storage time 

needed before more exact estimates can be provided.

Action Estimated Cost

Handling (In/Out) $13.50 per pallet

Storage
$13.50 - $17 per pallet 
monthly

Room Freeze $16 per pallet

Blast Freeze $400 per truckload



Transportation     
A key requirement for transportation is refrigeration in order to maintain food safety 

standards. Five local transportation companies were identified with refrigeration capabilities and 

experience or expertise in transporting food (see Appendix C for contact information). This 

trucking would be used to transport the processed produce to cold storage and from cold 

storage to PPS Central Kitchen. Pricing is determined by the truckload, thus loading a Full Truck 

Load (FTL in logistics lingo) would be ideal. Depending on the size of the truck, a FTL can range 

from 24 to 30 GMA pallets (Francoeur, 2014). Some companies do provide options for shipping 

Less Than Load (LTL) amounts, which could provide more flexibility.

As a supplement, a brief analysis was performed on the cost for PPS owning and 

operating a refrigerated truck – which would be at least $75k per year with a 10 year outlay (see 

Appendix D).

Focused Produce   
Given Pennsylvania's limited grower season and limited options for winter vegetables, 

the task was to find products that can be easily processed and frozen for future use.  

Pennsylvania is the fourth largest producer of pears, peaches, apples, strawberries and 

pumpkins (Reichart, 2013) in the United States and apples make up 50 percent of all fruit 

production in Pennsylvania (PSU specialty produce presentation).  Other products found locally 

in large volume which are easily processed and frozen include Green Peppers, Squash, Beans, 

Snap Peas, Onions, Potatoes, and Sweet Potatoes (DiGuiseppe, 2016). Currently, the majority 

of PPS local purchases come in the form of apples and green peppers. An interesting note 

about local Pennsylvania produce is the trademarked PA sweet onion that can only be grown in 

Pennsylvania. Finding a source for this product would be an interesting addition to the vegetable 



of the month program and a way to encourage the growing of specialty Pennsylvania produce 

(Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers Association, 2016). 

Most mid-size or larger farms within 150 miles were already customers of Paragon which 

would facilitate a smooth transition should a stronger relationship with Paragon be developed. 

Many of these farms have already planned their 2019 growing season so requesting a specific 

volume of produce for next school year would have to be done by availability of what has 

already been grown. In the future, many of these farms seemed willing to grow specific produce 

at requested volumes if the purchase of this product was guaranteed by PPS. Given the limited 

scope of this research, this is not a comprehensive list of all producers in the region and more 

investigation into local producers could be done to create a wide network of farms willing to 

grow specifically for PPS. Specific prices for produce could not be ascertained given all the 

variables include product, volume, quality, and other mitigating factors (see Appendix E for 

contact information).

Farms Paragon 
Farm

Products Purchased From 
Previously 

Cherry Valley 
Organics

No Vegetables and Melons No

Dawson’s 
Orchards

Yes Apples, Pears, Peaches, 
Berries, Plums

No

Edible Earth 
Farm

No Vegetables, Ginger, 
Mushrooms

No

Green City 
Growers

Yes Lettuce, Basil Yes (Basil-small amount)

Harvest Valley 
Farms

No Vegetables, Apples, Berries No

Kistaco Farm No Apples, Limited Vegetables No

Kretschmann 
Farm

No Vegetables, Herbs, Limited 
Apples

No



Table 4. Farms and Existing Partnerships

Cherry Valley Organics already distributes wholesale to some local stores (including 

Whole Foods). When contacted about this project the representative was open to the concept of 

working specifically with PPS but this season’s planning has already be done. Only washing and 

sorting can be done by this farm, which has no means to do large scale processing. 

Dawson’s Orchards is a large scale producer in the region and has the capability of 

wholesale distribution. Their apples can be found a local stores such as Giant Eagle and 

Walmart.  Dawson’s is currently  a Paragon producer but PPS did not purchase any fruit from 

them in the last two years. This is a relationship that could be developed further to bring more 

regionally produced foods into the schools.

Recommendations
Increase Paragon Partnership        

As Paragon is the only known local processor for slicing produce,  encouraging Paragon 

to source more local goods for sale to PPS would increase PPS’s percentage of local product.  

Green Peppers, Squash, Beans, Snap Peas, Onions, Potatoes, and Sweet Potatoes are all 

products produced locally that are able to be processed and refrigerated in bulk. Locally there 

are several farms that could have the capability to produce those products. 

Develop Relationship with Cleveland-based Processors     
There are two large scale produce processors in the Cleveland area that are open to 

partnerships with PPS and the farm to school grant. More processors are available near 

Morris 
Organic

No Vegetables, Berries No

Weir’s Farms Yes Most Vegetables Yes ( Cucumbers, 
Peppers)

Yarnick Farms Yes Tomatoes, Peppers,  
Melons, Eggplant, Lettuce, 
etc.

Yes (Tomatoes, 
Peppers, Melons)



Philadelphia and D.C but are outside of the 150 mile radius. These processors offer an 

advantage over Paragon because they are more customizable and are already set up to do 

contract work with schools and institutions. Signature Sauces is a processor that provides 

private label processing for food businesses. They have a variety of different processing and 

packaging options and can process a variety of different produce. Produce Packaging already 

works with Cleveland-based schools doing a Farm to School grant and has experience and 

nutritionists available to help implement fresh cut regional produce into school service. 

Adjust Sourcing    
Given that over 90,000 lbs of apples were purchased by PPS from 2017-2018, moving 

the sourcing of apples within the 150 mile radius would greatly increase the amount of local food 

used. One solution would be to purchase apples through Paragon from Dawson’s Orchard who 

is already a supplier. Despite Dawson's already partnering with Paragon, PPS purchased no 

apples from them in the prior school year. Furthermore, Dawson’s could be a valuable partner 

for other locally sourced fruit, such as , pears, peaches and plums. All the fruits could be frozen 

to make desserts and fillings for PPS. 

Acquire / Find Partner for Vacuum Sealing Capability     
A Vacuum sealer is an essential aspect of increasing the longevity of frozen produce. 

Although the Northeast Independent School District of San Antonio purchased one to process 

produce in house, PPS is limited in their labor capability. Equipment cost for vacuum sealing 

ranges from $4,000 to less than $20,000 (Berkenkamp et al., 2012). PPS could acquire pre-cut 

produce and vacuum seal it themselves – this produce could be stored in-house or at nearby 

cold storage if needed. If Paragon vacuum sealed their cut produce, it could be purchased in 

bulk during harvest season and stored for the winter months. Alternatively, partnering with 

kitchen incubators like La Dorita or Botero's new Fulton Kitchen  could provide the access to 

vacuum sealers along with potential labor opportunities such as through Community Kitchen 



Pittsburgh. The existing blast freezing capability of Great Lakes Cold Storage can then be 

utilized.

Develop Local IQF Processor
Given that there is a gap in the local area of IQF processing, a feasibility study should be 

performed for the development of an IQF facility. This would be a long-term solution for 

increasing the use of local produce throughout the winter and could benefit consumers beyond 

PPS. Berkenkamp et al. (2012) estimated cost for just the IQF equipment to be anywhere from 

$33,000 used to $350,000 new. Two additional considerations are the cost for on-site cold 

storage and the utilization of the equipment. As Michigan Farm to Freezer has served many 

school districts and even everyday consumers, having regional capability of IQF would be an 

asset not only to PPS, but to farmers, students and consumers across the region.

Research Alternatives to Freezing
Further research could include dehydrating (such as apple chips, prunes) and smoothie-

making options for PPS that would give them the ability to hold local fruit for longer time frame. 

Riverbend Foods is a local processor that produces baby food and soups – smoothies are not a 

far stretch from these items. Another option is canning –  a few canning facilities in the local 

area focus on jams and tomato sauces which could be produced from local produce. These 

routes would likely require some change in current recipes and school menus.

Conclusions
Processing and Freezing local produce in the regional area for Pittsburgh Public Schools 

is fraught with complications stemming from a lack of equipment and processing space, 

expensive transportation and storage costs, lack of large scale processors, and the short 

growing season. These problems separately can all have solutions but together they create 

major challenges to processing and freezing local produce on a large scale for the schools. 



This region does have a large number of growers that are capable of producing the 

volume needed by PPS and are often times already GAP or USDA Organic certified. Apples, 

tree fruit, berries, squashes, peppers and tomatoes are all grown abundantly in the region 

during the growing season and can all be processed to freeze for season extension of regional 

produce. However, each step - processing, transporting and storing - presents issues that must 

be addressed. 

Processing is complicated by the fact there is only one processor (Paragon) that is large 

enough to handle the capacity needed for PPS. While there is already an existing relationship 

between Paragon and PPS,  there are limitations with the collaboration. Paragon has already 

established their own line of processed produce and seem unwilling to co-pack for another 

entity. This would also come with the stipulation that PPS buy all the produce processed from 

Paragon. Paragon does not offer storage and cannot flash freeze the products, making it 

unsuitable for most of the produce needs. There are smaller processors in the region that could 

handle small orders but they are focusing on canning and pickles and do not offer freezing.

Near Cleveland there are two large and experienced processors that PPS could develop 

a relationship with. One of these (Signature Sauces) has the capacity to do many different types 

of production and can be fully customizable. The other (Produce Packaging) has experience 

with schools using the farm to school grant and have many resources available to help transition 

schools to more regionally grown products. Given that both facilities are about 150 miles from 

Pittsburgh, transportation could be costly unless the product could “share a ride” with an entity 

already trucking food between Cleveland and Pittsburgh. They also do not offer cold storage or 

IQF capabilities. 



Transportation and cold storage options are readily available locally, but there is 

complexity due to the need to engage with multiple businesses. PPS lacks the ability to do 

transportation beyond its current capability of delivering out of its Central Kitchen to its various 

schools. Currently, because PPS has limited storage space,  the pipeline of produce to PPS is 

ordered as needed, delivered by the distributor (such as Paragon) and stored minimally. As it is, 

even if Paragon was able to process more for PPS, the supply chain would lengthen and involve 

more contracts with delivery to cold storage, long-term cold storage and finally delivery from 

there to PPS. Given that Great Lakes Cold Storage has blast freezing capability, pursuing this 

extended supply chain is possible. However, there are limitations due to the types of produce 

that can be blast frozen without vacuum sealing.

There is a real need in this region for new processors that have the capacity to handle 

freezing produce on a large scale. Ideally, this processor would have IQF capability to handle 

berries and other fruit while also being able to store products over the winter months. Michigan 

Farm to Freezer is an excellent example of how the multiple school districts in the same region 

can sustain a new IQF enterprise that benefits not only the schools, but also local farmers and 

consumers. If PPS could help create a regional processing system that developed processors 

with IQF capabilities, many of the problems currently faced in the implementation of this section 

of the Farm to School grant would be reduced or even solved. In the meantime, vacuum sealing 

capability can be used as a midway point – whether done by Paragon, PPS or through regional 

partnerships. Additionally, alternatives to refrigerating whole produce and freezing direct cut 

produce should also be considered, such as locally processed smoothies or tomato sauces 

which both have local processing capability. All of these efforts in tandem will assist in the 

increase of regional food in PPS, however the development of a local IQF processor will change 

the landscape of local food for the entire Southwestern PA region.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Paragon Local Farms
Data is proprietary information from PPS.

Farms within 150 Miles

Items Sourced

YARNICKS FARM, LLC Indiana, PA

GREEN CITY GROWERS
Cleveland, 
OH

HILLS OF HOME FARM Home, PA

BAUMAN ORCHARDS Rittman, OH

Farm Item
2017 - 18 
lbs

2018 - 19 
lbs

YARNICKS FARM, LLC PEPPER GREEN 132 78

HILLS OF HOME FARM PEPPER GREEN 306 102

YARNICKS FARM, LLC TOMATO 56.4 159

YARNICKS FARM, LLC WATERMELON 104 -

YARNICKS FARM, LLC PEPPER JALAPENO - 1

BAUMAN ORCHARDS APPLE - 4,640

GREEN CITY 
GROWERS BASIL 0.5 1



Appendix B: Cold Storage Contacts

Appendix C: Transportation Contacts

Company Website Contact

Allegheny Cold Storage
www.alleghenycoldstorage.co
m/

(412) 782-3670

Catch-Up Logistics www.catchuplogistics.com/
412-441-9512
sales@catchuplogistics.com 

3 Rivers Express 3rxdistributors.com/
724-229-0422
sales@3riversx.com 

Great Lakes Cold Storage glcsinc.com/
724.742.0201 x4015
kmossgrove@glcsinc.com 

National Freezer www.nationalfreezer.com/

216-472-1440
information@NationalFreezer.c
om 

Company Address Website

ATM
6 River Road
McKees Rocks, PA 15136 http://www.atmdelivers.com/

Fedex Ground
2702 Neville Rd
Pittsburgh, PA 15225

https://customcritical.fedex.com/us/
services/market-industry/food-
beverage.shtml

MK Logistics
157 Stilwell Ct
Pittsburgh, PA 15228

https://
www.quicktransportsolutions.com/
truckingcompany/pennsylvania/mk-
logistics-llc-usdot-2839247.php

Marathon Transport
100 Industry Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15275

https://
www.quicktransportsolutions.com/
truckingcompany/pennsylvania/
marathon-transport-inc-
usdot-690096.php

C.H. Robinson

44 Abele Road
Suite 301
Bridgeville, Pennsylvania 
15220 https://www.chrobinson.com/

https://www.alleghenycoldstorage.com/
https://www.catchuplogistics.com/
mailto:sales@catchuplogistics.com
http://3rxdistributors.com/
mailto:sales@3riversx.com
https://glcsinc.com/
mailto:kmossgrove@glcsinc.com
http://www.nationalfreezer.com/
mailto:information@NationalFreezer.com
http://www.atmdelivers.com/
https://customcritical.fedex.com/us/services/market-industry/food-beverage.shtml
https://www.quicktransportsolutions.com/truckingcompany/pennsylvania/mk-logistics-llc-usdot-2839247.php
https://www.quicktransportsolutions.com/truckingcompany/pennsylvania/marathon-transport-inc-usdot-690096.php
https://www.chrobinson.com/


Appendix D: PPS Owned / Operated Refrigerated Truck

Staff costs were determined from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (2019). The cost of a 

used refrigerated van or truck was estimated from online listings. Estimated maintenance and 

fuel costs came from a report by the American Transportation Research Institute (Hooper & 

Murray, 2017).  The 10-year outlay was estimated with a 20% overhead.

Quantity Cost Total

Staff (+Benefits) 1 $38,400.00 $38,400.00

Used Refrigerated Van / 
Truck 1 $30,000.00 $30,000.00

Maintenance & Fuel (per 
mi) 40000 $0.75 $30,000.00



Appendix E: Farm Contacts

Farms Contact

Cherry Valley 
Organics

Store # (724) 947-3171
http://www.cherryvalleyorganics.com/form/contact-
us

Dawson’s Orchards (724) 667-7719
karen@dawsonsorchards.com 

Edible Earth Farm (814) 303-9663
mail@edibleearthfarm.com 

Green City Growers (216) 268-0200
http://www.evgoh.com/contact-green-city-growers/

Harvest Valley Farms (724) 898-3276
https://www.harvestvalleyfarms.com/Contact

Kistaco Farm (724) 478-4361

Kretschmann Farm (724) 452-7189
http://www.kretschmannfarm.com/contact

Morris Organic (724) 446-3521

Weir’s Farms (419) 935-0131
info@WiersFarm.com 

Yarnick Farms 724-349-3904

http://www.cherryvalleyorganics.com/form/contact-us
mailto:karen@dawsonsorchards.com
mailto:mail@edibleearthfarm.com
http://www.evgoh.com/contact-green-city-growers/
https://www.harvestvalleyfarms.com/Contact
http://www.kretschmannfarm.com/contact
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-1-d&q=Morris+organic%23
mailto:info@WiersFarm.com
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